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Critical scattering at the order-disorder phase transition of Si„111…-A33A3R30°-Au surface:
A phase transition with particle exchange
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The Si~111!-A33A3-Au phase, which coexists with three-dimensional islands of excess Au at coverages
above 1 monolayer and at temperatures above 700 K, is shown to undergo a temperature driven order-disorder
phase transition at 1057 K. The islands act as a reservoir of Au atoms and adjust the chemical potential for the
two-dimensional layer during the transition. Due to this particle exchange, the phase transition within the
A33A3R30°-Au has been observed for a chemisorbed layer which is not under the usual constraint of
constant coverage, but controlled by the chemical potential. We quantitatively analyzed the critical scattering
and experimentally determined its critical exponentsb, g, and n by high-resolution low-energy electron
diffraction. Their values are in good agreement with the expected values of the three-state Potts model, which
shows that the transition is continuous without any finite-size effects detectable.@S0163-1829~97!00514-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase transitions and critical phenomena in two dim
sions ~2D! have attracted wide interest,1–3 because fluctua
tions play a much more important role than in 3D so th
large deviations from mean-field behavior are observ
From the experimental point of view, investigations of su
face superstructures formed by adsorbates and of their
tinuous phase transitions are very attractive because
give access to basically all universality classes.4 In particu-
lar, order-disorder phase transitions in the three- and fo
state Potts universality classes can be and have been suc
fully studied with adsorbate-induced superstructures.5,6

The determination of critical properties of continuo
phase transitions in surface systems, is still a challeng
experimentalists. This is because long-range correlations
volved close to the critical point of the transition can
easily distorted by all kinds of defects which are mostly d
to the substrate surface or the interface. Phase diagrams
more severely, the critical properties of phase transitions
be strongly changed by the presence of the defects, as sh
in several examples both theoretically7–9 and experimen-
tally.10–13

Although critical properties can still be and have succe
fully been studied on systems with a limited size of unp
turbed regions of the surface,5,6 there is still a high desire fo
as perfect a sample as possible. One of the most ideal
strates for this purpose seems to be Si~111!, which can be
easily prepared with extremely low levels of impurities a
point defects. Furthermore, various kinds of adsorba
induced long-range-ordered superstructures with differ
550163-1829/97/55~13!/8129~7!/$10.00
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symmetry, can be prepared on Si~111!.
As one of the most popular systems on Si~111!, the ad-

sorption of gold on this surface has been extensively stud
during the past few decades. A submonolayer of Au indu
532 ~or 531!,A33A3R30°, and 636 superstructures,14 de-
pending on the gold concentration, and its phase diagram
rich and complicated. TheA33A3R30°-Au structure has
been studied by total energy calculations17 and almost all
experimental techniques such as low-energy electron diff
tion ~LEED!,18,19 reflection high-energy electron diffractio
~RHEED!,20 transmission electron diffraction,21,22 ion
scattering,23–27 x-ray diffraction,28,29 and scanning tunneling
microscopy~STM!.30–33 Its local structure within the unit
cell varies with temperature and overall Au coverage. Ev
for the high-temperatureA3 phase investigated in this stud
no generally accepted atomic structural model exists
present. Also the saturation coverage has not yet been d
mined explicitly, which could be 2/3 monolayer~ML ! or 1
ML. In the following, however, we assume it to be 1 ML.

At temperatures above 850 K, where the 532 and
A33A3R30° superstructures do not coexist with oth
phases, they were shown to undergo order-disorder ph
transitions around 1070 and 1057 K, respectively. Howev
their critical properties seemed quite different as revealed
spot-profile analysis in a RHEED experiment.15,16 For the
532 structure, the phase transition seemed to be of first
der, while theA33A3R30° phase showed signs of critic
scattering, suggesting a continuous transition. From sym
try considerations, the 532 phase should undergo a disco
tinuous transition, while theA33A3R30° phase should be
8129 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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8130 55Y. NAKAJIMA et al.
long to the three-state Potts universality class, if
transition is continuous. However, since theA33A3R30°
unit cell contains more than one Au atoms and the rec
struction is considered to be quite complicated, involvi
rearrangements of substrate Si atoms, it is not obvi
whether predictions of its critical properties from simp
symmetry considerations for the unit cell can be applied
this system. An explicit attempt, carried out in this study,
determine the critical exponents of the order-disorder ph
transition of theA33A3R30° layer, will shed light on this
question, and will allow conclusions about the disorder
process.

In our own studies using STM, it has been clearly sho
that theA33A3R30° phase cannot be obtained in form
large domains at room temperature~RT!, but that it is always
accompanied by a domain-boundary region that is not ap
ently well ordered. Nogamiet al.30 and Takamiet al.32 ob-
served STM images of such a structure, i.e., a well-orde
A33A3R30° domain~domain A! and a less-ordered doma
~domain B!. The fractional area of domain B increases w
increasing Au coverage, and when the domain A disappe
the 636 phase begins to appear. The Au coverage of
A33A3R30° phase seems to be;2/3 ML in the domain A.
The lack of consensus for the structural model is due in p
to the inseparability of these two domains during use
macroscopic-probe techniques.

Although the structure of theA33A3R30° surface at RT
is complicated, it has been revealed recently by Nagao
Hasegawa34 that the pureA33A3R30° phase consists o
large single domains with well-orderedA33A3R30° struc-
ture at elevated temperatures. It is shown in Fig. 1~a!. Please
note that this layer contains no domain walls that may ac
defects during the phase transition. Thus for the ord
disorder phase transition of this superstructure around 1
K, its low-temperature phase can be considered ideally
dered in long range without being limited by domain boun
aries.

Another feature of this system is a Stranski-Krastan
type structure; when Au coverage exceeds the saturation
erage of theA33A3R30° phase, the excess Au makes
islands that sparcely distribute on the 2D layer. These isla
act as reservoirs of Au atoms, so that the chemical poten
is completely controlled by temperature during the ph
transition in the 2D layer. The Au concentration of the hig
temperature phase in the 2D layer is generally different fr
that of the low-temperature phase (A33A3R30° structure!.
Due to exchange of Au atoms between the two-dimensio
layer and three-dimensional islands at elevated subs
temperatures, unrenormalized critical exponents should
expected.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The apparatus for our measurements has been desc
in detail recently.11 In brief, it consists of a UHV system
equipped with high-resolution LEED@spot-profile-analyzing
LEED, ~SPA-LEED!#, a cylindrical-mirror analyzer~CMA!
and a mass spectrometer, run at a base pressur
431029 Pa. The main analysis was carried out with t
SPA-LEED instrument,35 which had a transfer width large
than 1000 Å.
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A Si crystal (203530.4 mm in size! was cut from highly
oriented wafer material with less than 0.1° misorientation
the ~111! surface. It was heated resistively with ac current
a frequency of 5 kHz through the sample. In addition, t
heating current was modulated with a trapezoid at a f
quency of 50 Hz to allow for undisturbed profile measur
ments of the diffracted electron beams during currentless
riods by synchronizing and gating the detector electron
appropriately.

The sample temperature was measured by two W/W

FIG. 1. ~a! Scanning tunneling microscopy image of th
A33A3R30°-Au phase at 800 K. A large single domain can
seen, which is in remarkable contrast to room temperature obse
tions. ~b! A grazing-incidence UHV-scanning electron microscop
image after about 2.0-ML-Au deposition onto a clean Si~111! sur-
face at 800 K. Three-dimensional islands composed of excess
preferentially nucleate at step bunches.
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55 8131CRITICAL SCATTERING AT THE ORDER-DISORDER . . .
thermocouples, which were spot welded to thin tantal
foils. These were crimped around the crystal’s rim. The~av-
erage! crystal temperature was stabilized by a computeri
feedback circuit to better than 0.1 K. Due to our modulat
of the heating current, there is also a small tempera
modulation with the modulation frequency. Experimenta
we determined this modulation to be around 0.2 K a
sample temperature of 1000 K—close to the tempera
where the most relevant measurements were carried out
use of lockin techniques.

A further effect restricted our effective temperature re
lution. Due to inhomogeneous contact of the Si sample w
the Mo clamps used as sample mounts, a temperature g
ent of 0.5 K/mm around 1000 K was observed by the th
mocouples and also by IR-pyrometer measurements. S
the area of the crystal surface seen by the electron beam
approximately a diameter of 1 mm, the diffraction intens
is averaged over surface areas which differ in temperatur
0.5 to 1 K. Temperature differences between the location
the thermocouple and the surface area observed by S
LEED, on the other hand, are unimportant as long as o
reduced temperaturest5(T2Tc)/Tc are of interest, since
errors in the absolute temperature influence this quan
very little.

A clean Si surface was prepared by flashing the sampl
1450 K. Care was taken to produce a well-ordered 737
structure by slow cooling with 1 K/s, especially in the ran
1100–900 K. With this preparation method, effective tra
fer widths~i.e., including all imperfections on the surface! of
1000 Å were achieved. Au was evaporated from a Au w
onto the clean Si~111! at 900 K. The evaporated amount w
controlled by a quartz microbalance. An additional calib
tion was carried out using the deposition time for complet
the 532 phase LEED pattern, the coverage of which w
determined earlier to be 0.5 ML.36 The amount of Au evapo
rated in our case was four times that of the 532 phase, i.e.,
a Au coverage close to 2 ML was used, considerably lar
than the saturation of theA33A3R30° phase. The exces
Au atoms are known to form large three-dimensional isla
on a two-dimensionalA33A3R30° ordered Au layer, as ob
served by scanning electron microscopy~SEM! @see Fig.
1~b!#. Due to the high temperature necessary to observe
phase-transition, Au slowly desorbs from the substrate
rate of;0.1 ML/h, which was estimated by changes in t
LEED pattern to 532 close to 1 ML coverage. Since th
time necessary to measure one full set of data takes aro
one hour, the coverage of Au decreases about;0.1 ML
during this time. However, due to the equilibrium with th
3D islands on the surface, just the size of islands decrea
and theA33A3R30° domains did not diminish, as observ
by LEED pattern and SEM. In agreement with this findin
the critical temperature of the order-disorder transition of
A33A3R30° structure was independent of average Au c
erage over a very wide range of coverages, as expecte
thermal equilibrium with the three-dimensional islands. On
a slow deterioration of the surface quality with an increas
amount of defects after weeks of measurements was
served.

The profiles of the (13
1
3) and (23

2
3) superstructure spot

were measured and analyzed both in the radial direction w
respect to the~00! spot and in the corresponding perpendic
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lar direction. For data analysis, three contributions to
idealized spot profilesS(qi ,t) were taken into account ac
cording to the following parametrization:37

S~qi ,t !5I 0~ t !d~q2q0! i1
x0~ t !

11~q2q0! i
2j2~ t !

1bg. ~2.1!

The first term describes the contribution fromlong-range
order. For a continuous phase transition it behaves l
I 0(t)}utu2b for T,Tc , where qi is the scattering-vecto
component parallel to the surface,t5(T2Tc) /Tc is the re-
duced temperature andq0 denotes a reciprocal lattice vecto
of the superstructure.b is the critical exponent of the orde
parameterF (F}AI 0}utub). ForT.Tc , I 050. The second
term describes the contribution of short-range fluctuations
the order parameter~critical scattering!. This term is most
easily measured aboveTc because it is the only remainin
term, apart from the backgroundbg, the third term.x0 ~am-
plitude of the critical scattering! denotes the susceptibility
andj the correlation length. For a second-order phase tr
sitions they behave likex0(t)}utu2g andj(t)}utu2n.

The measured profiles always consist of two-dimensio
convolutions of an ideal profile@Eq. ~2.1!# and the instru-
mental transfer function~including crystal imperfections!.
Because of numerical stability, we carried out numerical
to the experimental profiles instead of trying to deconvol
them. The profile of the superstructure beam observed
low temperature (Tc2100 K! was used as the instrument
function in the radial direction, whereas in the perpendicu
direction it was approximated by a Gaussian of the h
width measured in this direction.

III. RESULTS

The A33A3R30°-Au structure prepared as describ
above, was found to be perfectly ordered at surface temp
tures above 720 K as judged by the measured half width
its superstructure beams, which were identical to those of
fundamental beams. Below 720 K, a phase transition to
636 superstructure took place, as seen in Fig. 2. The p
intensity of the (13

1
3) spot versus temperature shown the

directly reveals the two phase transitions 636 →
A33A3R30° at 720 K andA33A3R30°→ disorder at
1057.2 K. The effective Debye-Waller-factor relevant for t
second transition was estimated from the slope betw
750–850 K, a temperature region which was not influenc
by the phase transitions.

The critical temperature of the phase transiti
A33A3R30°↔ disordered was determined by the infle
tion point of the Debye-Waller corrected peak-intensi
versus-temperature curveI (T).38 From the steepness o
I (T), and from the precision of the determination of th
minimum in dI/dT, an uncertainty inTc of DTc561.1 K
was estimated~see Fig. 3!.

Below Tc , the raw data of the peak intensity of the s
perstructure beams versus reduced temperaturet5u1
2T/Tcu, corrected by the Debye-Waller factor, were used
determine the critical exponentb of the order parameter by
simply fitting the data with a power law. WithTc as deter-
mined above, Fig. 4 shows that scaling is found over t
orders of magnitude in reduced temperature, 0.002,t,0.1.
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8132 55Y. NAKAJIMA et al.
The effective critical exponentb of this measurement is
0.10960.005. The error is mainly caused by the uncertain
in Tc . Below t,0.002 the measured peak intensity slight
deviates from the power law. Here either the contributi
from critical fluctuations is no longer negligible, or finite
size effects become important. From the analysis of the d
aboveTc described below, however, the former possibili
seems to be more likely. In any case, due to the tempera
gradient effect discussed above, measurements much c

FIG. 2. Peak intensity of a (13
1
3) spot versus temperature~be-

fore Debye-Waller correction!. The sharp variations in intensity
correspond to the phase transitions 636 → A33A3R30° and
A33A3R30°→ disorder.

FIG. 3. Peak intensity of the (13
1
3) spot versus temperature afte

Debye-Waller correction. The derivative of~a! with respect to tem-
perature is shown in~b!. The minimum in~b!, i.e., the inflection
point of the curve shown in~a!, was used to estimateTc .
y
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to Tc would not be meaningful, so that the available range
reduced temperature would be too small for a quantitati
analysis of the critical scattering contribution belowTc .
Therefore, no attempt in this direction was made. The sa
analysis was also tested at the (2

3
2
3) spot. Within the limits of

uncertainty we always obtained the same values forb. The
average of the critical exponentb of several runs is given in
Table I, which contains four data sets of th
( 13

1
3) and two of the (23

2
3) spots. The quoted limits of uncer-

tainty contain both the statistical error and the uncertainty
Tc , which contribute about equally to the error limits.

Above Tc , no intensity from long-range order exists, s
that the critical scattering can be analyzed quantitative
Since the measurements of critical scattering were done
roughly twice the bulk Debye temperature of S
(1050,T,1120 K!, we had to subtract a relatively large
background due to thermal diffuse scattering. Therefore,
background intensity and its temperature dependence w
measured independently at a location as far away from
Bragg positions as possible, i.e., in our case1

6(2p/a) away
from the (13

1
3) spot. Since this background turned out to d

pend little onqi and on temperature, a parametrization of th
temperature dependence was possible for background s
traction.

Figure 5 shows some typical high-resolution profiles
the (13

1
3) spot at temperatures both above and belowTc . Af-

ter subtracting the background, the data were fitted accord
to Eq.~2.1!. The critical exponentsn andg were determined

TABLE I. Summary of experimentally determined critical ex
ponents and comparison with theoretical models. Good agreem
with the three-state Potts model can be seen.

Theory
Experiment Ising three-Potts four-Potts 1st orde

b 0.11360.005 0.125 0.111 0.0833 0
n 0.8760.07 1 0.833 0.666 0.5
g 1.3560.12 1.75 1.44 1.17 1

FIG. 4. Log-log plot of the peak intensity of a (13
1
3) spot as a

function of reduced temperature belowTc . The slope of the fitted
power law yields an exponent 2b50.218 for this data set.
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55 8133CRITICAL SCATTERING AT THE ORDER-DISORDER . . .
from plots ofj andx0 versus reduced temperature~see Figs.
6 and 7!. In order to make sure thatTc does not change,
peak-intensity curves versus temperature such as Fig. 2 w
measured routinely between the profile measurements.

Both j andx0 show scaling over the reduced temperatur
range 0.001,t,0.05. The error bars shown have two main
origins. At large reduced temperatures the error is dominat
by the uncertainty in background subtraction, since the d
fraction peaks were weak and broad. At the right-most da
point (t50.06) the signal to background ratio was as sma
as 1:10. At small reduced temperatures, on the other ha
the main source of error is the lack of precise knowledge

FIG. 5. Typical high-resolution profiles of the (13
1
3) spot at tem-

peratures belowTc ~a! and aboveTc ~b!–~d!. The scattering vector
q parallel to the surface and the half widths~full width at half
maximum! are given in units ofk10.

FIG. 6. Log-log plot of the amplitudes of critical scatteringx0

versus reduced temperature aboveTc . Slope yields exponentg.
Different symbols represent data sets taken in two orthogonal sc
directions~for details, see text!.
re

e

d
f-
ta
ll
d,
f

the instrument function. Small changes in the measured
strument function significantly affected the result of the
The temperature range at smallt is also limited by tempera-
ture resolution and stabilization, as mentioned before.
the power-law fit, every data point was weighted invers
with its uncertainty. The analysis of radial and tangent
cuts through the spot profiles yielded identical results. The
fore, the two orthogonal scan directions of the same diffr
tion spot were plotted and analyzed together.

No finite-size effects are visible, which would show up
a leveling off of correlation lengths and susceptibility valu
at small reduced temperatures. This indicates that we are
limited by the terrace widths or other kinds of frozen defe
in this system. The precision in determining the critical e
ponentsn andg depends mainly on the quality of the fit an
on the uncertainty inTc . The uncertainty for both critica
exponents caused byDTc is approximately 5%. Togethe
with the variance of the fit we estimate an overall uncertai
of about 8%. Our results for the critical exponentsn andg of
correlation length and susceptibility are again summarize
Table I, where the average values of several independ
data sets measured at both the (1

3
1
3) and (

2
3
2
3) spots are shown

The critical exponents are in good agreement with th
theoretically expected for the three-state Potts model.

IV. DISCUSSION

As our experiments show, all superstructure spots of
A33A3R30° phase exhibit the same temperature behav
There is no indication for the appearance of another orde
structure. We take these observations as proof that this s
ture undergoes a true order-disorder phase transition. F
symmetry arguments applied to a lattice gas,4 a continuous
order-disorder phase transition of aA33A3R30° phase is
expected to belong to the three-state Potts universality cl
in close agreement with our experimental results. We a
would like to point out that only this quantitative agreeme
with the predicted universality class can be taken as evide
for a continuous phase transition, whereas the mere mis
of hysteresis is not sufficient.15

The validity of this pure symmetry argument can be w
demonstrated by the existing data for order-disorder ph
transitions within this universality class. Previous quanti
an

FIG. 7. Log-log plot of the correlation lengthsj versus reduced
temperature aboveTc . Slope of fit yields exponentn. Different
symbols represent data sets taken in two orthogonal scan direct
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8134 55Y. NAKAJIMA et al.
tive measurements of the critical properties of order-disor
transitions ofA33A3R30° phases have been carried o
e.g., for A33A3R30°-S/Ru~0001! ~Ref. 6! and for
Kr/graphite.39 Their ordered structures just contain one ato
per unit cell, 1/3 ML coverage. What matters only, howev
is the existence of three equivalent sublattices in the orde
structure, which have the same point symmetry as the di
dered phase. Even the partial change of site associated
the phase transition found for the S/Ru~0001! system
recently40 does not seem to be relevant for the critical pro
erties as long as there is a finite energetic difference betw
these adsorption sites, as tested by Monte Carlo simulat
for this system.41

From our experiment we also conclude that the condit
of free particle exchange between theA33A3R30° phase
and the Au islands is obviously sufficient to make any co
pling between the field conjugate to the order parameter
the chemical potential irrelevant, so that the unrenormali
critical exponents can be observed. This is in contrast to
condition of constant coverage of the ordered phase, wh
acts as a constraint, since in many cases the chemical p
tial also varies critically as a function of concentration. As
consequence, we get almost perfect agreement betw
theory and experiment forb, the critical exponent of the
order parameter. Here also the largest range int ~two orders
of magnitude! and the highest quality of data were availab
The small contribution of critical scattering belowTc is in
agreement with Monte Carlo simulations carried o
earlier.42 The larger deviations between experiment a
theory for exponentsn and g might mostly be due to the
larger uncertainties in the experimental data for these
quantities, and to the smaller available range int. The influ-
ence of corrections to scaling cannot be totally exclud
however, but curvatures of the log-log plots can only
detected over many orders of magnitude oft. Therefore, our
determination is restricted to effective critical exponents.

Although the critical exponents are only sensitive to pu
changes of symmetry, the question arises how the disor
ing proceeds in the system under investigation here. W
no conclusive answer can be given based on the data
sented here, the most likely and simplest possibility is
removal of trimerization, which involves both Au and S
atoms of the first substrate layer according to a struct
model developed in Ref. 17. Although even this simp
mechanism would cause local structural changes, comp
to the ordered layer, these changes do not directly affect
data evaluation. The corresponding changes in LEED in
sity only occurs in the integral order spots, since the sup
er
t,
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structure spots measure only theA33A3R30°-correlated
part of the layer, where no drastic changes of local geom
compared to the fully ordered layer should have occurred
analogy to the results for S/Ru~0001!, we conclude that even
if there are changes of sites involved in the phase transit
we would get the same critical behavior as measured as
as there is a finite energetic difference between those si

As mentioned in the last section, our data analysis was
limited by finite-size effects up to the largest measured c
relation lengths ('5000 Å!, but mostly by finite instrument
and temperature resolution. This fact is remarkable, beca
we measured in equilibrium with three-dimensional islan
which may act as frozen defects depending on their mobil
The lack of any influence of these islands on the criti
properties is understandable from the SEM observati
@Fig. 1~b!#, which reveal that the islands preferentially nucl
ate at step bunches, but the terraces are scarcely covere
islands. Although single steps are not visible in Fig. 1~b!, the
average distance between steps is of the order ofmm. There-
fore, for correlation lengths up to a few thousand Å, whi
was the limit in our experiments, no influence by the pre
ence of the islands should be expected. Because these is
are very sparce, they cannot be detected by diffraction.

Summarizing, we have shown that the Si~111!-
A33A3-Au phase undergoes a true order-disorder conti
ous phase transition above 1000 K, as indicated by the
termined critical exponentsb, g, and n. The situation of
thermodynamic equilibrium between 3D islands of exce
Au atoms and the 2DA33A3R30° phase made the me
surements possible without the constraint of constant co
age, a unique situation for chemisorbed adsorbates. Ou
sults show that the quantitative evaluation of critic
scattering is not limited to metal surfaces, although the
constructions involved on semiconductor surfaces are u
ally much more complicated than on metals. Si~111! surfaces
are in fact attractive for these measurements, since lim
tions in these experiments are only due to instrumental re
lution, but not due to finite-size effects of the substrate s
face.
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